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TiNG e.V. / Tiere in Not Griechenland e.V. 

So what is finally the Tiere in Not Griechenland animal organization? 

 

   In Greece to the unknown people when they listening about TiNG they think 

that is some very rich people by Germany whom don’t have to do anything else 

in their life and wants to spend their money, time, energy, to get over their 

vanity, people whom are pensioners and and and…..etc. That they are people 

where only love the animals and not the people, that they lonely people whom 

don’t have anything else to do in their lifes. 

 

   In Germany the most of the people know – realized by the update news from 

the TiNG team that is a team by some women – girls (mostly) which needs 

supporters to help as many stray dogs and cats living their Greek MYTH in 

Greece. Thanks GOD that the team is still strong and stable all that years and 

continue to “working” as a volunteers, to earning all the time new supporters 

and finally saving so many animals in need by Greece and not only (look 

Yvoula). 

 

   But of course the problem of the stray in Greece is so difficult to solve it as 

the greek goverments don’t try to the right ways to do it. The politicians as 

everywhere are looking to solving the problem as HIDING by the journalists. 

Mostly they don’t care about the wellness of the stray dogs. They are spending 

money to an ineffective solutions all that years. In my home town I will never 

forget that when I went to the major in the past (2006) and talked with him and 

told him about the sterilized he didn’t know the interpretation.  

 

   When we started to cooperation with Evi Thanou (the real hero and the 

REASON of all this) and TiNG at the end of 2008 – beginning of 2009 we 

didn’t know how it works but we follow only our instinct. That instinct was our 

destiny. We followed with all of our passion, with faith and finally we have 

saved so many dogs, close to 3.000 dogs travelled and adopted to the Germany. 

More than 10.000 dogs are having their daily food cause of TiNG, having their 

vet protection, safe places to live and sleeping. In all that years we met so 

many years to all that cooperations, people who “worked” in TiNG team for 

years, people who fought for the greek strays like they were in front of them 

either they were thousands km away. I need to say a huge THANK YOU for all 

that support all that years. Thanks for your wonderful moments, of course we 

had and bad times but all that is a part of the trying and the pressure of the 

“fights”. By my side I never remember to ask something by the team all that 



doing a lot of my side alone but anytime I felt I need help for this and asking 

ALWAYS TiNG was there, by buying equipment, by sending money for the 

vets, special cases (look Iason and so many more more), to sending foods by 

hundreds of pallets, to organizing sterilizing programmes…. To paying safe 

and professional pansions (look Artemis and K9).  

 

   All that years the time is passing by and sometimes we are not able to 

understand it, so few days ago I received an email by TiNG team and mrs 

sweet Andrea to remind me that I am member into this family 15 whole years. 

So 15 years are back full of running, trusting, love, and mostly RESPECT to 

our daily fight here. But the honest RESPECT BELONGS TO TiNG team. All 

the members whom served from the past until now and also this NOW TEAM. 

Bravo ladies for your professional volunteering job. In this moment I want to 

dedicate a song Kim Wilde - You Came (Official Music Video) (youtube.com) 

 

   Also I NEED to write few words about Yvoula. Yvoula a whole world. 

The story of Yvoula is so emotional to me that from the time that I learned her 

story I think TiNG. “TiNG IS THE TEAM WHICH WILL GIVE THE 

SOLUTION”. And this happened so fast, less that a month from the time that 

informed I had an info that Yvoula maybe has a home. Miss Tanja Lembke I 

need to thank you so much also by this letter, either we are “talking” almost 

every day personal. The story of Yvoula is the real fight that we are facing all 

that years. All the violence at a new lady, a puppy around 5 months. In all my 

volunteering life first time I catch myself to crying about her either I keep her 

about 15 days before her movement to Berlin. 

 

   TiNG THANKS THAT YOU HELPED TO SAVE YVOULA  

I can writing hundreds of pages for Yvoula but I will stop here. At the next 

reunion if couldn’t come I promise I will go and meet her at her place. 

 

Ah, by the way few days ago came one more pallet full of food for dogs and 

cats. Thanks also for this TiNG. So closing Tiere in Not Griechenland e.V. is a 

family which I am proud that I am one of the 2 official members in Greece all 

that years. SHANIA TWAIN You're Still The One Live 1999 HD 

(youtube.com) 
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